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GOD CREATED THE WHOLE UNIVERSE!
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Everything you can see (and that you can’t see!) was created by God, and do you
know how He did it? He spoke. That’s all He had to do!
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Can you imagine what it would be like if you just said the words, “Ice cream!” and
POOF – an ice cream cone appeared in your hand?! It’s amazing that God could do
that with trees, animals, mountains, huge stars and galaxies, even little insects
and the tiniest atoms. And what’s even more amazing? He created YOU!
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But wait a second! Don’t scientists say the big bang created the universe, and that
we got here by evolution over millions of years?
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You might be surprised to hear that there is NO EVIDENCE TO PROVE THESE CLAIMS.
In fact, a lot of evidence goes against them.
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There are many issues with the theories of evolution and the big bang, but there is
rock-solid evidence for the creation account described in the Bible.
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Want to learn more? Check out our website that has information, links to articles,
videos, and a lot more!
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This week’s edition includes information on dinosaurs, the big bang, evolution,
and Biblical creation.
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Have a specific question or concern about anything? Email us and we will get
back to you ASAP!
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“In the beginning God created the heavens
and the earth.” (Genesis 1:1)
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